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Newsletter
Follow us: @uplandsacad

We value your voice and would 
like you to join us on our journey 

of improvement.

It is important to
check your
email/app daily to
keep up to date with
the latest news,
trips and changes
to clubs.

Diary Dates

18th May Book Fair

24th & 26th May Y6 Conkers Visit

25th May Summer Fair 2.30 -
4.30pm Parents invited.

27th May School Jubilee Picnic

9th -11th June Year 6 Residential to 
Crowden Education 
Centre in the Peak 
District.

4th July 4CS/4AG Visit to 
Botanical Gardens

5th July 4JD/4TW Visit to 
Botanical Gardens

7th July Last day of summer  
term is Thursday – no 
school on Friday 8th July.

Safeguarding
The Designated Safeguarding Lead is
Mrs Gatherum, Miss Southwell is the
Deputy Safeguarding Lead and
SENCO, Mrs Raybould is a Deputy
Safeguarding Lead.

It has been a busy week for the Year Six
pupils doing their SATs, all the children
have worked very hard and we are very
proud with how they have presented
themselves through out the week. Well
Done Year Six!

From Monday 16th May children are not
permitted to bring in football cards or
Pokémon cards to school. Children have
been trading these for money and staff are
spending too much time resolving
arguments over these cards. We would
appreciate parental support with this.

We would like to remind children and
parents that no jewellery should be worn at
school apart from stud earrings and a
watch.

Jubilee Picnic

27th May 2022 will be a non-uniform day,
children can come in to school wearing red,
blue or white to celebrate the Jubilee.

We also planning to have a whole school,
pupil and staff Jubilee picnic during
lunchtime.

Healthier Snacks For Children
Children are encouraged to bring a
healthy snack for mid-morning break.
This should ideally be fruit or raw
vegetables; crisps and biscuits are
not allowed at mid-morning break.
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This term, Year 3 have had the wonderful
opportunity of working with The University of
Leicester – School of Archaeology and Ancient
History to take part in the journey of re-opening
of the Jewry Wall Museum.

As part of the project, the children will get the
chance to explore guided archival research with
cutting edge equipment such as scanning
electron, microscopy and xray-fluorescence
spectroscopy. Pupils will be participating in
interactive workshops where their research and
responses will be filmed/recorded and they will
have the great honour of having their journey
showcased through a range of digital and pop-
up displays in the Midlands!

This project will be beneficial to
Year 3 as they will be exposed
to the Roman World in
preparation for when they learn
about the Romans in more
depth later on in Year 4. They
will be well on their way to
being mini-historians!

In particularly, the children have had a chance to
investigate biographies of Roman-era objects
found/excavated in/near Leicester. They have
been exploring ‘enquiry’ skills and techniques that
real archaeologists would use. Pupils have had
the chance to decipher and decode clues around
real objects to investigate a historical enquiry.
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Class 3MS
Class 3MS wrote an explanation text on the
life cycle of a butterfly crossing it with
science. Children used time adverbials,
technical words and some children used
subordinating conjunctions too.
Keylan made a butterfly using playdough, he
can now name a butterfly and caterpillar.
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In year 3, we are reading a book called ‘The Boy
Who Grew Dragons’ for our English topic this
term. We contacted the author, Andy Shepherd,
via Twitter and she wrote us a lovely, inspiring
letter. The book is about a boy called Tomas,
who finds a dragon fruit tree in his Grandad’s
garden. He takes one of the fruit pods and it
begins to shake, glow and grow. Then a dragon
hatches from the fruit and adventures follow. We
are using the dragon fruits and the content of the
book to inspire our writing, and it is interesting
discovery different plants and fruits from around
the world. We are loving the book, and we are
very intrigued by the dragon fruit itself.
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Year 4 Preparing for the Jubilee 
Picnic

For our Design and Technology lessons this
term, Year 4 have been looking at healthy
food for our Jubilee Picnic. This week we
have been trying a favourite of fruits,
sandwich materials and cake mixtures to
decide which would be best for our picnic.
Many of the foods were new to the children
however they tried them all.

On the last week of the half term, the
children will need to make their picnic to
take out for the celebration.

The Dentist Visits Year 4

On Monday afternoon, we invited a dentist
from the local Highfields Dental Practice to
give a speech about dental hygiene and the
importance of our teeth to our Year 4
children. The children were able to ask
questions about teeth to a professional to
improve their understanding of the structure
of the human mouth.

We would like to thank Highfields Dental
Practice for coming in and talking to the
children. The talk helped develop our
understanding of our Science topic on the
human body.
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Year 5 enjoyed an inspiring visit to the
spectacular BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir on
Gipsy Lane. The children were excited to learn
about the history of the temple and the stories
behind some of the key figures in Hinduism. They
had many questions for the temple manager and
showed a keen interest in the architectural
superiority of the building.

When asked about what they enjoyed the most,
the children reported:

“I loved going to the 
Hindu Temple as I 

really liked to find out 
what Hindus believe 

in.” Ayan 5CS

“I found it interesting 
that the priest treats 
the deities like real 

humans; dressing them, 
feeding them and 

cleaning their teeth.” 
Zahra 5CS 

“I thought the carving 
and structure of the 

building was 
impressive.” Rahil 5TL

Class Attendance Winners

School attendance for this week was 97.6%

Upper school winner is class 5AP, 6CR and 6MC with 100% attendance

Lower school winner is class 4CS
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The Sky Over Rebecca by Matthew 
Fox

This is a book for children who enjoy
magical stories as the main character, ten
year old Kara, lives in Stockholm, Sweden
in the present time.

When mysterious footprints appear in the
Stockholm snow, Kara must discover where
they've come from - and who they belong
to. The trail of footprints leads Kara to
Rebecca, a thirteen-year-old Jewish girl,
and her younger brother Samuel. Kara
realises they are refugees - from another
time, World War Two - and are trying to
find their way home. The grief and
loneliness that Rebecca and Samuel have
endured is something Kara can relate to -
feeling like you're always on the outside
looking in - and she finds herself compelled
to help them escape.

Kara is a heroine for modern times and this
story is very compelling. I would
recommend this book for Y5 and Y6
children.

Read and reviewed by Mrs Carlisle
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KEEP A LOOK OUT 
FOR THIS ENVELOPE  

- WE WILL BE 
SENDING IT HOME 
WITH YOUR CHILD 

SOON!

THE ROVING 
BOOKSHOP 

COMING 
SOON TO 
UPLANDS!

THEY HAVE 
BOOKS 

THAT YOU 
WON’T SEE 
ANYWHERE 

ELSE!


